Discontinuance of the Old Estabrook Road Trail
According to Town records, Estabrook Trail is an old private logging road that was
never a public way or used by the general public. In 2016, a controversy developed
regarding the status of the Trail, which led to considerable public confusion and
misunderstanding regarding the history and status of the Trail.
All of the early Roads in the north of Concord were officially laid out and recorded
by the Town as public ways, with the exception of Estabrook Trail. Official Town
Roads must be “laid out and accepted” according to state statute, and the owners
compensated for their lands, but none of this happened for Estabrook Road. Deed
records show that the southern part was created by the owners on their own lands in
the early 1700s. A later attempt to establish a Town road on the northern section of
the Trail was voted down by Town Meeting in 1763. A few owners north of the
Woods attempted to bypass the Town Meeting and petitioned the County for a
road. The County declined to make a public way, but proposed the route of a
private way for those northern landowners on the condition that the owners agree.
At that same time, the people of the north formed their own church and Town
Center in Carlisle and no longer needed the private way, the owners never did agree
to it, and it remained a private logging road.
There is a myth that the Trail was used by around twenty minutemen of the north to
reach the north bridge on April 19, 1775. The record shows that those minutemen
came down Lowell Road. Minuteman re-enactors today are permitted by the owners
to use the Trail as a parallel path for a more authentic experience.
The Trail does not show on Town maps of 1754, 1779, 1794, 1801, or 1820. The
Trail first appears on a map in 1830, on a map specifically created to show both
public and private ways. By 1860 the Trail was already locally known as “the
deserted road”, according to Ellery Channing. In fact, the only Town record of use
of the Trail part of the road was for private logging in 1879. In the Town records of
1891 it describes Estabrook Trail as “little better than ruts through a piece of
woodland”. In 1932 the road commissioners said the Trail “has for a long period
ceased to be in general public use”.
In fact, prior to the late 20th century, when the owners began to allow public use,
there is no record of any member of the public ever traveling on the Trail at all.
The only recorded users were the owners and their friends and neighbors.

When the owners in 1932 asked the Town to support their closure of the Trail to
prevent its use by “picnickers,” neither the Town nor the owners had any system of
records to determine the status of the old way, as the early records were not
transcribed, organized, and indexed until years later. Without a way to determine if
the road were ever made a public way, the discontinuance of the Trail in 1932 was
the only option to definitively establish the status of the road. According to the Mass
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs: “Following a discontinuance, the public’s
easement of passage disappears and the land beneath the easement returns to the
original landowner”.
In discussing discontinuance using this procedure, the famed Concord lawyer
Samuel Hoar, of the firm Goodwin, Proctor, and Hoar, wrote the Concord Road
Commissioners that “The suggested proceedings would definitely determine that the
road was a private way and would have the effect of abandoning any rights that the
Town has over the way if there are any such rights”.
At the public hearing in 1932, the County Commissioners found “no persons
interested appearing to object to the discontinuance of a portion of said highway as a
public way” and decreed that “said way hereinafter be a private way” and that
“notices to warn the public against entering thereon” be posted.
After 1932, the owners closed the Trail and gated and posted it to prohibit public
access. That gate has been present continuously for nearly 90 years in different
forms.
The early records of Concord have now been systematically organized, and we now
know that the discontinuance of 1932 was unnecessary, since the Trail was always
private, never having been made a public road to begin with.
Estabrook Road today is recorded in the Town engineering department as ending
where the pavement ends at the boundary to Estabrook Woods. The Trail itself is
not recorded as a public way or a private way, but only as private land.
The Town admits that it has no land along the Trail and that the Trail itself is owned
by the landowners and not the Town. The Town admits that the only purpose of
the Trail is to access private land. The Town admits it cannot find records that the
Town ever Established the Trail as a Town Way. The Town admits that the Trail
was discontinued in 1932. The Town argues that the Trail must have been a public
way prior to 1932 but that the records of just this one road were somehow lost,
despite the Town having arguably the most complete set of early Town records of

any Town. The Town argues further that the discontinuance of 1932 did not really
discontinue the road, despite the fact that roads all over the commonwealth
discontinued the same way under the same statute are considered wholly private and
obliterated, built over, gated, and posted no trespassing. Each of the three other
roads discontinued under the same law in Concord are completely private today,
and presumably would become public, if the Town were to prevail. In Concord, at
least two homes sit right on top of a discontinued trail. In Acton there are over a
dozen. If ancient, discontinued trails were suddenly declared public, over 100 land
parcels in Concord would be impacted. The consequences around the
Commonwealth would be incalculable.
The property owners currently have granted permission for people to use the trail,
subject to posted rules.
The records of the discontinuance are provided on the following pages.

The Law under which the Town discontinued the Estabrook Trail is
shown below. This is the law that was in effect at the time of the
discontinuance in 1932. The law clearly provides for the
discontinuance of roads and that a road discontinued under this
procedure is no longer a public way, and that such a discontinued road
be posted “to warn the public against entering thereon”.

